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Steps

● Think of an idea.
● Organize the page flow for the site.
● Look at the page flow, and determine the big piece of 

functionality (algorithms, data APIs, etc) that you need. 
○ Do they exist? 
○ How to best get them?

● Choose a language.
○ Which languages work well, and which do you know?

● Choose a framework.
○ Again, which work well, which do you know?  Hosting 

may also be a consideration.
● Lay out the data
● Start coding.



Framework (lack of)

Once upon a time, a request such as 

    http://www.example.com/site/service.php?id=3&val=4

was mapped directly to a call to a file

    site/service.php

in some directory, passing to the (executable) file the 
arguments id=3 and val=4, along with other parameters 
(cookies, etc). 

Drawbacks: filesystem is exposed, little support. 



Framework

A framework is something that sits between the web server (e.
g., Apache), and your application.

The web server simply accepts a request, and passes the 
whole (local part of) the URL to your framework: e.g., 
    site/view_item/1/

Indeed, the role of the web server is fairly limited: all it needs to 
do is to be able to bring up the framework in different 
threads/processes to respond to requests, and servers simpler 
than Apache are also used.



What does a framework do for you?    

● It enables you to define the data layout in a pleasant way 
that is independent from database engine.

● It provides a layer of abstraction to database queries that 
makes access more secure.

● It maps URLs to code to be executed. 
● It handles much boilerplate code:

○ Cookies, sessions
○ Login
○ Redirects
○ Display of errors
○ ...

Don't try to build a site without!



Data Layout

Relational database: a set of tables.

Each table has columns, with a name and an attribute.

Kind of columns:
● Primary key (generally called 'id', generally integer)
● Data 
● Foreign key (the primary key of another table)

Datatypes:
● Integer
● Float
● Date?
● String, text (long string), ... 



Normal Forms

First normal form:
    Table has no repeating groups.

Second normal form: 
    No column depends on other values in a functional way. 

Third normal form: 
    All items in a table depend on the table key. 

de Alfaro's normal form: 
    Every change in real-world data should be mapped to a 
minimum number of database updates, where the same value 
is written at most to one place in the database.



Relations
Many-to-one:

● Implemented with a foreign key. 
● Example: a post has the author as a foreign key.
● Watch out for cascading deletes.

One-to-one:
● Implemented with a foreign key.  You can use a "unique" 

attribute to ensure one-to-one.
● Example: a table user_attributes, with extended information 

on users, which has a user_id which is one-to-one to the 
auth_user table provided by the framework.

Many-to-many:
● Example: student - class relation.
● Implemented as table(id, student_id, class_id) in the db, 

where student_id, class_id are foreign keys, and 
(student_id, class_id) is unique. 

● Django (not web2py) gives you nicer syntax for this.


